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Abstract. The popularity and widespread adoption of cloud comput-
ing has resulted in extensified and intensive use of virtualization tech-
nology. Virtualization technology allows the sharing of the same physical
resources among several users. This enables the consolidation of servers
and a multitude of user machines into a very small set of physical servers,
by replacing the physical machines with virtual machines, running on the
same physical servers. Consequently, several users work on and store their
data in the same physical platform. A software layer is used to enable
the sharing of hardware between the different users. Understandably,
this leads to apprehensions about the security of their data and working
environment for the users, as these are situated only one software layer
apart from those belonging to the other users. Centralized storage and
centralized computing thus naturally raise the question of security of
user’s data, and motivate studies on how data security could possibly be
compromised. This article surveys the security concerns in virtualization
technology. It includes a study of different attacks in the context of vir-
tualization, and logically organizes them in different categories. Where
available, the patches to the attacks are also included in the survey. A
special focus of the survey is on hardware limitations to support vir-
tualization, and the conclusion drawn is that hardware limitations of
different types are the root cause of most of the security issues.
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Security

1 Introduction

In the computing scenario, virtualization is the creation of virtual versions of
some real objects such as hardware and software. Logical partitions of real ob-
jects are made, to create instances of virtual objects. A well-known example is
a hard disk drive. Each partition of the hard disk in an operating system is the
logical copy of original hard disk.

Two main types of virtualization are hardware virtualization and software vir-
tualization [1]. Virtualization software runs on the real object (i.e., the hardware
or software) to be shared. The virtualization software makes multiple virtual ob-
jects that look exactly the same real object.



This article focusses on hardware virtualization technology, aimed at parti-
tioning physical machines (computers) into several logical machines. The virtu-
alization software used to create logical machines is popularly termed as Hyper-
visor and each logical machine is referred to as Virtual Machine (VM), in this
area. An operating system installed on the virtual machine is known as Guest
Operating System.

Several practical situations, like surges in the demand for services offered
by the virtual machine, or the maintenance of physical servers hosting the vir-
tual machines, may warrant the transfer of a virtual machine from one physical
platform to another. This is made possible through the introduction of Virtual
Machine Migration [2].

Virtual Machine (VM) migration is the process of transferring a virtual ma-
chine from one physical machine to another. VM Migration can be done either
in active or in passive state of the virtual machine [2]. Migration in passive mode
is defined as moving a VM from one physical machine to another when the VM
is turned off. Migration in active mode is defined as moving a VM from some
physical hardware to another while the VM is running and without interrupting
the services running in VM [2]. Active mode migration is called Live Migration.
Fig.1 serves to illustrate the process of migration of VMs.

Fig. 1. Virtual Machine Migration Process

Though virtualization technology and technologies realizing the concept of
virtual machine migration help to achieve the optimum utilization of physical
resources, they spawn several security issues, which are yet to be studied fully
and remedied, thus making the system vulnerable to attacks of various kinds. In
this paper, various vulnerabilities and attacks in virtualization technology are
studied. Generic and specific solutions to these issues, and recent advancements
in hardware to overcome these problems are also reported.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the different
types of attacks that could exist in virtual machines, as reported in literature.
The architectural limitations and the recent advancements in hardware to sup-
port efficient virtualization are explained in Section 3. The last section concludes
the article with an analysis on the survey.

2 Attacks

From the perspective of the operating system, VMs and physical machines are
identical. The perspective of this paper is that the virtual machines should be



as secure as physical machines, i. e., there should not be any security vulnerabil-
ities in virtual machines, arising due to virtualization. This implies that virtual
machines as isolated logically from each other as are different physical machines,
and the only communication mechanism between VMs should be through net-
working, as in the case of physical machines. This is termed complete isolation.
Complete isolation is not achieved with existing virtualization technology, as our
survey reveals. There are several attacks possible in virtual machines, arising due
to the vulnerability introduced by the lack of virtual machine isolation [3] [4] [5]
[6] [7] [8] [9] . This paper categorizes them as Covert Channel Attacks, Malware
Attacks and Attacks in Migration. The rest of this section reports on each of
these categories of attacks.

2.1 Covert Channel Attacks

Covert channels [3] are the secret channels that exist between two supposedly
isolated environments, such as VMs. The existence of covert channels reveals
cracks in the isolation, the basic security paradigm, of virtual machines.

Xiao et al. report the construction of a covert channel between virtual ma-
chines by exploiting the memory de-duplication feature in the virtualization soft-
ware i.e., the hypervisor [3]. Virtual machines communicate with the hypervisor
through hypercalls, and the hypervisor manages these calls through an event
table. Event-channel hypercalls and grant table hypercalls have been exploited
to create a covert channel in [10]. The hypercalls were used to create a shared
memory to communicate between two virtual machines. This is a straight covert
channel between two virtual machines. Moreover, in [4], a hidden covert chan-
nel named Shared Memory Covert Timing Channel (SMCTC) was constructed
inside such a shared channel by fixing read and write time intervals. It can be
observed that these two covert channels leveraged memory vulnerabilities.

The cache subsystem also has its share of vulnerabilities, open for exploiters.
In [4], a covert channel is demonstrated by using the L1 instruction cache as
the channel for covert communication between virtual machines. The disaster
potential of this covert channel is further emphasized by using the channel to
construe an attack to extract the ElGamal decryption key [11] from a victim
virtual machine[4]. L2 caches can also be exploited, as introduced in [12], and
studied further in several works. [12] quantified the L2 cache based covert chan-
nels and assessed the damage potential of L2 cache based covert channels.

Even the silent work horse, the CPU, can become the carrier of covert infor-
mation. A CPU based Covert Channel between VMs (CCCV) was created by
using the CPU work load as the medium of covert communication [13], to work
on a single-core processor. Covert Channels using Core-alternation (CCCA) have
been demonstrated on virtual platforms with multicore processors [6].

Network resources were also not spared, and have been leveraged to create
covert channels between virtual machine. The FCFS packet scheduling system is
used as the covert medium between virtual machines in [14]. [15] shows another
covert channel, which uses the IP identification field of the IP datagram header



as the cover medium, thus exploiting network protocol features to provide covert
channels.

Strong isolation between virtual machines at various levels of computer archi-
tecture is the need of the day. to prevent covert channels. A model was proposed
in [16], for improving isolation of virtual machines. Much research is required into
the potential covert channels and integrated approaches to complete isolation of
VMs.

The next category of attacks is through malware, which are malicious pro-
grams carrying out illegal and unwarranted activities in the system. Though
malware are a general threat to computer systems, there are special malware
designed exclusively for VMs. They exploit features of VMs or the virtualization
environments and technology to carry out their damaging activities, and hence
affect only the virtual machines and applications running on them. In the next
sub section, two types of VM based malware, named as VM-aware malware, and
Hypervisor level rootkits, are described.

2.2 Malware Attacks

VM-aware malware can identify whether they are running on a virtual machine
or real machine [7]. The malware detects the presence of a virtual environment
using counter based detection[7] and is possible only on processors with two or
more cores. [7] introduces a technique to prevent counter-based detection attack
using the Inter Processor Interrupt (IPI) signal.

Virtual Machine Based Rootkit (VMBR) [8] [17] is a hypervisor level rootkit
which mimics the structure of a hypervisor. The malware gets installed above the
hardware as a hypervisor and the existing operating system is moved to a virtual
machine in the hypervisor. The malware works from this hypervisor without its
presence getting detected by the operating system, as it runs on a virtual machine
running on the spurious hypervisor. VMBR is also called hyperjacking.

Subvirt [8] is a rootkit developed jointly by Microsoft and University of Michi-
gan researchers as an academic example of virtual machine based rootkit. Blue
pill [17] is malware based on Intel’s x86 virtualization and requires Intel VT-x or
AMD-v virtualization support [17]. [18] describes the source code for presenting
a minimal hypervisor framework for a rootkit.

Hypervisor level rootkit attack are rendered feasible because systems with
virtualization enabled CPUs, when used in the the absence of hypervisors, have
just the normal operating systems running above the virtualization enabled CPU
[19], and the virtualization capability is leveraged by the pseudo-hypervisors.
Gaurdhype [20] is a proposed solution to this problem. Gaurdhype is a lightweight
hypervisor which monitors the virtual machine control structures (VMCS)[19].
VMCS is the central part of hardware-assisted virtualization architecture. VMCS
contains the states of each virtual machine and hypervisor. By monitoring the
VMCS values, the presence of VMBR is determined.

A new approach named Ether to analyze the malware in a virtual environ-
ment is given in [21]. The idea is to use Intel Hardware Virtualization technology



extensions [22] [21]. Due to the architectural limitations in Intel hardware virtu-
alization technology, the malware analysis done by Intrusion Detection Software,
Intrusion Prevension Software etc can be detected by the malware itself. It is
claimed that these limitations do not exist in AMD hardware virtualization tech-
nology [21].

Malware can also help the attacker to create unauthorized access to virtual
machines, which violate the isolation property of virtual machines. Malware has
been a threat to the operating systems running in physical machines and now
prove to be a threat to the operating systems running in virtual machines also.
Finding generic and efficient solutions to prevent malware attacks is also a very
important research issue.

The third category of attacks is based on a exploiting powerful feature pro-
vided by virtualization technology, namely virtual machine migration, which
allows virtual machines to be moved from one physical machine to another for
logistic or similar reasons. The following subsection reviews various security is-
sues in virtual machine migration.

2.3 Attacks in Migration

The starting point for several attacks in the virtualization environment is the
detection of the virtual machine migration process. Detection of the virtual ma-
chine live migration has been demonstrated in [23] using ICMP packets. [24]
provides a comprehensive survey of vulnerabilities leading to attacks in Live
Migration. They are shortly listed here as:

Inappropriate access control policies Due to inappropriate access control
policies any virtual machine can initiate migration, terminate the migra-
tion and become susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks. The attacker can
utilize these loop holes in access control to migrate the malicious VM to
a hypervisor. The malicious VM in a hypervisor can obviously harm the
hypervisor and other VMs [24]

Unprotected transmission channel Unprotected transmission channel, be-
tween the guest and host physical machines involved in the migration process
helps the attacker to do passive and active attacks [24]

Loopholes in migration module Loopholes in migration module, like stack-
overflow, heap-overflow and integer-overflow make the migration further vul-
nerable [24]

Oberheide et al. developed a tool named Xensploit [9] to carry out man-in-
the-middle attacks on virtual machine migration. Xensploit was used to modify
the memory segment, specifically the sshd memory segment, in such a way that
the sshd authentication was be bypassed.

Solutions for preventing the attacks in live migration have been suggested in
[24] for secure live migration. These are

Virtual Local Area Network Virtual Local Area Networks (VLAN) have been
proposed for secure migration traffic. VLAN is an invisible network created



inside a public Network. VLAN is independent of physical location and is
created by tagging the packets with the tag-ID of corresponding VLAN[24]

Network Security Engine Network Security Engine is a security module
proposed to be included inside the hypervisor, and contains protection mech-
anisms like firewall, IDS and IPS. The goal of the network security engine is
to prevent intrusions to the virtual network from outside [24]

Role Based Migration In a role based migration process, a role based tech-
nique using the Trusted Platform Module hardware to find a cryptograph-
ically trusted remote hypervisor is used for secure migration. Role based
migration process helps to establish policies for deciding who can start mi-
gration and to which host and so on[24].

Trusted platform module(TPM) functionality can be leveraged in several
other ways as well for secure virtual machine migration. TPM helps to identify
the presence of unauthorized access to the system. [25] created a software mod-
ule named vTPM inside the hypervisor, to share the TPM functionalities with
the OS running in each virtual machine. For each virtual machine, an instance
of TPM module (vTPM) is created. However, [26] points out that as this imple-
mentation is completely inside the software, it cannot protect the cryptographic
secrets in every operating system. Due to these limitations Stumpf [26] suggests
a different scheme to share the TPM device with the virtual machines.

The observation from our survey on live migration security is that there are
several authentication issues, as well as passive and active attacks, that exploit
virtual machine live migration. It happens mainly due to the lack of a secure live
migration protocol. A secure live migration protocol should provide the following
essential security features to a VM Migration process.

– Protected transmission channels
– Integrity of migration data
– Entity authentication

Existing literature reveals only a few secure live migration protocol proposals [26]
[27] for the virtual machine migration service. Hence it is clear that researchers
on virtualization security should to give more attention to live migration security,
as it is a crucial issue.

The above survey points out that the closeness of the hypervisors to the
hardware, and the placement of the virtual machine operating systems at a
higher software layer is a primary reason for the failure of conventional security
mechanisms and existence of hypervisor based malware. Hardware oriented or
hardware level solutions seem intuitively possible for securing virtual machines.
Hence our survey zooms over to literature on vulnerabilities in virtual machines
at various hardware levels. The following section reviews some limitations in
different hardware to support virtualization.

3 Architectural limitations and consequences

It was seen in the above sections that covert channel attacks exploit the vul-
nerabilities in CPU, memory and network. Malware uses the vulnerabilities in



memory to attack the system. Network vulnerabilities are leveraged by the at-
tacks in VM migration. Literature on hardware devices and features like the
CPU, memory subsystem and networks was studied to find the reason for vul-
nerabilities leading to the mentioned security issues. Architectural limitations in
different hardware to support hardware virtualization are the topic of focus in
the succeeding subsections.

3.1 Limitations in the CPU Ring level [28]

In an Intel or AMD processor, hardware virtualization technology facilitates the
sharing of the x86 processor among multiple virtual machines. Virtualization
technology in Intel or AMD is generally known as x86 virtualization. [1] reports
the existence of several vulnerabilities and hardware limitations in x86 virtual-
ization .

IA-32 architecture provides hardware level protection using a 2-bit privilege
level called CPU Ring levels [28] or Privilege levels [1]. Ring level zero for the
most privileged instructions, and three for the least privileged instructions. In the
non-virtualized environment, an operating system runs its instruction in privilege
level 0 and applications run in privilege level 3. In a virtualized environment, the
hypervisor runs in level 0. So the guest operating system( on a virtual machine)
is forced to run in ring levels other than 0. If a guest operating system also runs
in privilege level 0, the guest OS could control the resources which are to be
controlled by the hypervisor. The ambiguities that arise in ring level assignments
create security threats like Ring De-privileging, Ring Aliasing, Address Space
Compression, Ring Compression [28].

These security challenges in x86 hardware virtualization have been solved
using hardware-assisted virtualization technology. Intel and AMD added some
features to the existing x86 hardware to solve these security issues. The x86
hardware virtualization technology augmented with these features (from Intel
or AMD) is known as Hardware-assisted virtualization technology. Hardware-
assisted virtualization technology from AMD is known as AMD-V [29], and that
from Intel is known as Intel VT [22].

Virtualization of CPU calls for the execution of system-level and user-level
instructions from the guest operating systems. This can be achieved by virtu-
alizing the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA). The next subsection reviews the
hardware limitations in ISA virtualization.

3.2 Limitations in ISA Virtualization

In a normal environment an operating system accesses the CPU through the
interface named instruction set architecture. In a virtual environment, the guest
operating system accomplish this through a virtual ISA. ISA virtualization is
the technique used in virtualization technology to share CPU, through virtual
ISAs.



In 1972, Goldberg stated the sufficient conditions for efficient ISA virtual-
ization [1]. Considering the execution style, he arranged the instructions into 3
classes.

Non privileged instructions These instructions run in the user mode and
can be executed directly in any mode.

Privileged instructions These instructions trap when the machine is in the
user mode and do not trap when machine is in the system mode. The privi-
leged instructions should always trap from user mode.

Sensitive instructions These instructions can change the system configura-
tion. They are of two types, namely, control sensitive and behavior sensitive
instructions. Control sensitive instructions can change the configurations of
system resources, and behavior sensitive instructions produce the result de-
pending on the current configuration of resources.

Goldberg showed formally that for efficient virtualization of ISA, a VMM may
be constructed if the set of sensitive instructions for that computer is a subset of
the set of privileged instructions, which implies that, for efficient virtualization,
all sensitive instructions should trap in user mode [1].

Satisfying the Goldberg conditions in ISA virtualization will allow the vir-
tual machines to execute non-privileged instructions directly on the hardware,
and thereby improve the VM performance [1]. All other privileged and sensitive
instructions will move the control of CPU from virtual machine to hypervisor, en-
forcing VM isolation [1]. Satisfying Goldberg conditions simultaneously achieves
isolation and performance for virtual machines at CPU level.

In the year 2000, John Scott Robin et al. [30] analyzed the Intel Pentium
processor’s ability to support secure virtual machine monitor. His analysis shows
that out of 250 instructions in x86 architecture, there are 17 instructions which
did not meet the requirement of Goldberg condition of efficient virtualization. It
was because these 17 instructions are sensitive instructions but not privileged and
they can be executed from the user mode. Smith [1] named these instructions
as Critical Instructions. Critical instruction are sensitive instructions but not
privileged. According to Goldberg, for efficient virtualization there should not
be any critical instructions.

Our survey reveals that even a study of existing articles, several books and
architecture software developer’s manuals related to hardware-assisted virtual-
ization technology [22] [29] [28] [31] does not clarify whether critical instructions
exist in the discussed technology. Thus, a detailed practical analysis on the In-
tel and AMD processor architecture with latest hardware-assisted virtualization
technology have to be done to confirm the existence of critical instructions.

In a physical machine, any hardware other than the CPU is considered as
an input/output device (I/O device). Virtualization of I/O devices is the next
stage of virtualization. Accomplishing I/O virtualization requires overcoming
some hardware limitations, as explained in the next sub section.



3.3 Limitations in I/O Virtualization

I/O virtualization is the technique used to share the I/O devices, like storage
devices or memory devices among virtual machines. Improper sharing of IO de-
vices (inefficient I/O virtualization) may introduce security vulnerabilities like
covert channels [3]. Efficient I/O virtualization is required to improve security
of virtual machines. The requirements of I/O virtualization are Platform inde-
pendence to operating systems, Isolation of I/O devices and High Performance
that is equivalent to a non-virtualized environment

Earlier I/O virtualization was implemented through two techniques named
emulation [1] and paravirtualization [20]. The main advantage of emulation was
that it supported a wide range of unmodified guest operating systems. But emu-
lation requires additional transactions between hypervisor and guest OS (Virtual
Machine), which increases the complexity of hypervisor, resulting in lower per-
formance [20]. Paravirtualization shows an improved performance over emulation
due to reduced interaction between the hypervisor and the guest OS [20]. Par-
avirtualization requires modification to guest OS. This is a major drawback of
paravirtualization. The number of modified operating systems is small yet

The security requirement isolation of I/O devices implies that I/O devices
allocated to a virtual machine should not be allocated to or accessed by any other
virtual machines at any cost until unallocated. Emulation and Paravirtualization
cannot satisfy isolation.

Intel satisfied all those requirements with the introduction of a new technol-
ogy named Intel VT-d [20]. Intel VT-d is the hardware-assisted virtualization
technology for virtualizing the I/O devices. The main design goal of Intel VT-d
was to support a wide range of unmodified guest OS with improved security
and performance equivalent to that in a non-virtualized environment. Intel VT-
d is the major technology of Intel Hardware Virtualization Technology suite,
which eliminates various security challenges in I/O virtualization and provides
platform independence to operating systems [22].

Intel VT-d architecture is a generalized IOMMU architecture that provides
the system software with multiple direct memory access(DMA) protection do-
mains [20]. Intel VT-d provides an improved performance through the direct
assignment of I/O devices to virtual machines. Direct assignment is possible
through direct memory access technique and provides isolation by mapping I/O
devices to a protection domain [20]. Protection domain is a subset of physical
memory allotted to a Virtual Machine. One or more I/O devices are allotted to
a protection domain.

Our survey reveals that paravirtualization outperformed the initial release
of hardware-assisted full virtualization for workloads that perform input/output
operations, creating processes, or switch contexts rapidly [32]. We also learnt that
IOMMU does not support the virtual machine live migration [33]. These are the
major drawbacks of hardware-assisted virtualization technologies. Hence much
improvement in hardware assisted virtualization technology is needed through
active research, to make it adaptable in general.



4 Conclusion

In this paper, the security issues arising from hardware virtualization, specifically
virtualization technology enabling the co-existence of several virtual machines
the same physical platform, have been studied, analyzed and reported.

The attacks on virtual machines, which potentially result in the compromise
of the security of the virtual machine user’s data, have been classified into three
types, namely the covert channel attacks, virtual machine migration attacks
and malware attacks. The three types of attacks leverage the CPU, memory and
network respectively, to attack the virtual machines, and thereby violate the
isolation property of virtual machines at different hardware levels. The study
also includes hardware limitations in CPU and I/O devices to extend support
for isolated virtual machines.

It is concluded from the survey that several security issues and hardware
limitations exist at the different architectural levels of virtualization technology
that compromise the isolation of virtual machines. Only a few of the security
issues and hardware limitations have proposed solutions in literature. Covert
channels [3], Live migration attacks [33], and the presence of critical Instructions
[1] are some of the unresolved issues.

It is inferred from our analysis that each architectural level problem has a
general solution. For example, ring level issues in processor can be solved with
efficient virtual ring level creation and the critical instruction issue can be solved
with efficient ISA virtualization. The implication is that every processor level
issue can be solved with efficient processor virtualization, and similarly every
memory level security issue can be solved with protected virtual memory, and the
network level security issues can be solved with a secure migration protocol. To
summarize, our inference is that every security issue can be solved by providing
the required solution at the corresponding architectural level. An overview of the
solution requirements for assuring the security of virtualization is summarized
in Table 1. We conclude that truly isolated virtual machines can be created

Table 1. Security of Virtualization enabled Architecture

Architecture Security Issues Required Solution

Processor - Ring level Problems
- Critical Instructions Efficient CPU
- CPU based Covert channels Virtualization
- VM-aware Malware

Memory - Malware Attacks Protected Virtual
- Memory Covert Channels Memory

Network - Live Migration Attacks Secure Protocols
- Network Covert Channels

by completely providing the required solutions, at different architectural levels.
This is an area that requires the urgent and devoted attention of researchers in
the computing arena, as the proliferation of virtualization technology without
sufficient security guarantees can lead to highly vulnerable situations for the
users of virtual machines.
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